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_AD_E7_BA_A7_c84_259847.htm Immerse(5次)1. Among all the

public holidays, National Day seems to be the most joyful to the

people of the country. on that day the whole country is ＿＿＿in a

festival atmosphere. (05/6)A) trapped B) sunk C) soaked D)

immersed2. The old couple now still ________ for their beloved

son, 30 years after his death. (04/6)A) cherish B) groan C) immerse

D) mourn 3. The circus has always been very popular because it

____ both the old and the young.(03/9)A) facilitates B) fascinates C)

immerses D) indulges4. They were ________ in their scientific

research, not knowing what happened just outside their lab.

(01/6)A)submerged B)drowned C)immersed D)dipped 5. For years

now, the people of that faraway country have been cruelly ______ by

a dictator. (00/6)A) depressed B) immersed C) oppressed D) cursed

Perpetual(4次)1. ________ efforts are needed in order to finish

important but unpleasant tasks. (05/1)A) Consecutive B)

Condensed C) Perpetual D) Persistent2. Because of the ____ noise

of traffic I couldnt get to sleep last night. (03/6)A) prevalent B)

perpetual C) provocative D) progressive3. The old lady has

developed a ________ cough which cannot becured completely in

ashort time.(01/1)A) perpetual B) permanent C) chronic D)

sustained4. Some studies confirmed that this kind of eye disease was

______ in tropicalcountries. (99/6)A) prospective B) prevalent C)

provocative D) perpetual Integrity(3次)1. Mutual respect for



territorial _____ is one of the bases upon which our two countries

develop relationships. (03/6)A) unity B) integrity C) entirety D)

reliability2. In those days, executives expected to spend most of their

lives in the same firm and, unless they were dismissed for _______,

to retire at the age of 65. (02/12)A) integrity B) denial C)

incompetence D) deduction3. They have always regarded a man of

______ and fairness as a reliable friend . (99/1)A) robustness B)

temperament C) integrity D) compactness Intervene(3次)1. The

local business was not much ____by the sudden outbreak of the

epidemic. (03/9)A) intervened B) insulated C) hampered D)

hoisted2. Please do not be ________ by his offensive remarks since

he is merely trying to attract attention. (02/1)A) distracted B)

disregarded C) irritated D) intervened 3. The prison guards were

armed and ready to shoot if _______ in any way. (02/1)A)

intervened B) incurred C) provoked D) poked Invalid(2次)1.

Fortune-tellers are good at marking ________ statements such as 

“Your sorrows will change.” (01/6)A)philosophical B)ambiguous

C)literal D)invalid 2. A budget of five dollars a day is totally _______

for a trip round Europe. (99/1)A) inadequate B) incapable C)

incompatible D) invalid Jeopardize(2次)1. He said that ending the

agreement would ________ the future of small or family-run shops,

lead to fewer books being published and increase prices of all but a

few bestsellers. (04/6)A) venture B) expose C) jeopardize D) legalize

2. The disagreement over trade restrictions could seriously ______

relations between the two countries. (00/6)A) tumble B) jeopardize

C) manipulate D) intimidate 100Test 下载频道开通，各类考试题
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